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proletariat'. The dispute broke out again the following
January and was complicated by the equivocation which
made f reformists' and e revolutionaries' equally powerless.
In order to overcome the post-war social and political
crisis successfully, the Socialist Party ought to have taken
office at the earliest possible moment. The c reformists5 of
the party and of the General Confederation of Labour had
revived the 1917 programme, to counterbalance the empty
theories of the left, and above all to avoid the dangerous
ground of the struggle for power. But the right-wing
socialists voted in their January session for the Turati-
Prampolini resolution against taking office, so as not to
' absolve the classes who willed the war from the terrible
responsibilities of its results'. Actually this argument
applied equally well against the 1917 programme and against
every other step towards power, and resembled the theory
of the maximalists1 that nothing should be attempted
* within the framework of capitalism \ since in any case the
bourgeoisie was doomed, and it was better to let it collapse
under the weight of its own mistakes and impotence.
Besides, although some of the c reformists' found the
constituent assembly useful to oppose the £ dictatorship of
the proletariat3, they were certainly not prepared to fight
for it, since they were contemplating an alliance with
Giolitti—far easier within the limits of constitutional
monarchy.
The c revolutionaries ' objected to a constituent assembly,
for the very reason that made their opponents accept it.
The fact that it was common talk, a password on cverybody*s
lips, alarmed them. If they had possessed a spark of revolu-
tionary spirit this should have led them to adopt it, as in
1871, when c the Commune acquired a kind of mysterious
potency in the confused mind of the mob \ and when, as
C. Thales was not the first to remark, e rational ideas were
eclipsed by the extraordinary appeal of such a shibboleth '.
These revolutionaries, however, wanted above all to
e copy Russia ', and this amounted to a bemused repetition
of the catchwords that the bolshevik success had set in
1>This section of the Socialist Party was dominant from the time of the
armistice until the March on Rome j see also Chap. VI, etc,

